Neutron diffraction texture studies of uniaxially-pressed molybdite and calcite powders
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Summary
The modelling and/or correcting of preferred crystallographic orientation
(PO), i.e. texture in crystalline materials is of critical importance in powder
diffraction analysis: for structure refinements and in the determination of bulk
descriptors such as phase composition. The comparative evaluation of the
March [1] model and the generalized spherical harmonic (GSH) [2]
description for PO using Rietveld analyses of Debye-Scherrer neutron
powder diffractometer (ND) data for molybdite (MoO3) and calcite (CaCO3)
have been recently conducted. The results showed that the GSH description
generally provides superior figures-of-merit compared with the March model
results. Therefore, the GSH approach should be used for correction of the PO
in ND analysis, for both crystal structure refinement and phase composition
analysis. Also, the ND-derived POs appear to describe the bulk material in
uniaxially pressed material correctly. This study also highlights (i) texture
analysis by WIMV [3] method and (ii) combined synchrotron and neutron
structural refinement of R-phase shape memory alloy.

Quantitative texture analysis of molybdite by neutron diffraction
MAUD uses the WIMV method [3] to determine the best ODF reproducing the
pole-figure texture values by maximizing the highest possible minimum value
(phon), the texture sharpness and assuming some properties of what is in essence
the odd-order harmonic terms that cannot be determined from the diffraction
experiment.

ØThe March model appears to provide
adequate PO representations for
moderate levels of PO.
ØThe description from ND analysis are
probably correct for the bulk material
and not substantially influenced by
the pressing procedure.

Material Pressure
(MPa)
Molybite All values
44→110
Calcite
All values
0,44
44→176

ØA formalism developed for converting
the March r-parameter to a bulk
modulus estimate has been tested using
direct measurements of bulk modulus.

The calcite ND results agree with
the directly measured, whereas the
molybdite ND results indicate
deficiency in the March model.

Bulk modulus (MPa)
Measured Rietveld
1500 ± 50 630 ± 21
3040 ± 50 1801±141
1000 ± 100 970 ± 10
330
721
2100 ± 50 1136 ± 45

Comparative evaluation of the March and harmonic PO models
using neutron diffraction data for molybdite and calcite powders
Molybdite - (528±7) MPa
Random
RWP = 16.02

March
RWP = 6.17

Harmonic
RWP = 5.57

Pole axial distribution
For PO in a single neutron
powder diffraction data set
of molybdite or calcite, the
correct crystal structure
can be obtained when
applying corrections to the
intensities using either the
harmonic model or the
March model.
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Materials

Crystallites Shape

PO direction Pressure (MPa)

Harmonic model

Molybdite (MoO3) Flat needles (10.9 µm) <010>

0, 44, 66, 88, 110

Calcite (CaCO3)

0, 44, 88, 132, 176

Flat plates (13.4 µm)

<001>

Deriving the bulk modulus of a single-phase powder from the
March PO parameter
Sitepu et al. [4,5] described a physical model linking the March r-parameter [1]
and the powder bulk modulus, B as follows

where ΔP is the compaction pressure and n = 1 or -1 for platy and acicular
crystallites, respectively.

ØThe harmonic model provided a better Rietveld fit than the March model
for the molybdite sample thad had been subjected to the highest
pressure [6].
The ND study comparing the effectiveness of the March and harmonic PO models has now
been extended to X-ray diffraction (XRD) data for molybdite and calcite powders by
analyzing additional powders containing 50% by weight silica gel [7].

March PO correction factor

Pole axial distribution

(040)

(104)

Ø R-phase in NiTi(Fe)
– trigonal distortion of B2 structure
•lattice parameters known
•exact atom positions unclear
•symmetry group unclear

DSC

T=297K

Synchrotron

Important for related
martensitic transformation
and shape memory
behaviour
ØThe peak intensities are quite different due to the negative neutron scattering length for Ti.
ØCombined neutron and synchrotron refinements provides excellent discrepancy between
the two atomic sites.
ØThe displacements in R-3 space group were actually smaller than those found for the other
models, as judged from the interatomic distances [8].

Conclusions
ØThe GSH description provides better results for molybdite and calcite
powders than that of March model. Therefore, the GSH should be used for
correction of the PO for both crystal structure refinement and phase
composition analysis.
ØThe WIMV method provides a quantitative texture analysis of molybdite.
ØThe combined synchrotron and neutron structural refinement provides
accurate crystal structure parameters for R- phase in the P-3 model.
Outlook

(006) calcite

What is the effect of texture on Rietveld refinement results for
molybdite and calcite powders neutron diffraction data?
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ØThe WIMV method was used to extract
the ODF description directly from a
simultaneous refinement with 1368
whole ND patterns of isostaticallypressed molybdite powders at 400 MPa.
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geosciences

Combined synchrotron and neutron structural refinement of
R-phase in Ti50.75.Ni47.75.Fe1.50 shape memory alloys
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The first six reflection pole-figures for isostatically
pressed molybdite powders at 400 MPa in equalarea projection and linear scale.
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As the uniaxial pressure (a) Goodness-of-fit index
(and, therefore, the level
of PO) increases, the
refinements for the
diluted powders all
provide lower POs
compared with those of
undiluted samples. Also,
the GOFI for the diluted
(b) RWP - factors
powders are much closer
to the ideal random
powder data than the
corresponding values for
the undiluted materials.

ØTo determine whether the analysis described above can be applied to explore
the changes in the crystal structures of calcite I, II and III at high pressures
and temperatures and to resolve the crystal structure of calcite III
ØTo track the texture development through the phase transitions in the presence
and absence of deviatoric stresses (e.g. before and after heating the sample
while held at pressure)
ØTo determine the P/T boundaries between calcite I→II and II→III.
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